[Assisted Reproductive Technologies in HIV patients: a comprehensive review of indications, techniques and results].
Assisted Reproductive Technologies (ART) are authorized in France in couples infected by the human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) since the French legislation of May 10th, 2001. The goals are to reduce the risk of viral transmission between partners and to treat an underlying infertility. The classical techniques are used: IUI, IVF or ICSI, but all of them must be done in specifically authorized laboratories. ART outcome is favourable when only the man is infected, but seems to be less favourable when the woman is infected. Management of pregnancy planning should first propose to women infected by HIV, self inseminations when possible, and if needed, a quick ART treatment as some studies showed ovarian function alterations in HIV women. When the man is infected, IUI would be first proposed. Thousands of HIV positive male partners have used ART in Europe and no contamination has been reported so far. Approximately half of couples with one or both partners infected can hope to have a child through the ART process.